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Quality guide national
landscapes

Project:

Quality guides for National Landscapes
Client:
Province of Utrecht
Location:	Utrecht - The Netherlands
Area:
1449 km2.
Duration:
2009-2010
Status:	Ratified.
Partners:
OKRA landscape architects
Guidelines for all likely developments in all
landscapes of the province of Utrecht, including
five National Landscapes and one UNESCO
world heritage landscape.
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pA RT 1 . O b s eRvATi O Ns

1.2 Narrative landscape
in a bird’s-eye view the development of
the landscape is shown, followed by four
story-lines that are characteristic for this
landscape. the stories tell the special
events that explain the landscape and
enrich the perception and experience.

1.1 Factual landscape
Maps and descriptions of the
landscape in various themes.

1.3 dynamics
all spatial developments that are going on
in the National landscape are mapped.
The system

okra

the guide for every National landscape consists of two parts:
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1. observations, showing facts, narratives and dynamics of the current landscape;

pA RT 2 . vA LUATi O N
peRFORmAbLe ANd cOOpeRATiON
the spatial and story-telling analyses together
show crystal-clear by what the key qualities of
the National landscape manifest themselves.
this brings us to the next step: how can you
develop the landscape based on these key
qualities?

2.1 Key qualities

description of the key qualities,
development should not be a theoretical
the base for the value-based
discourse, but based on practical matters.
analysis.
Where are the key qualities under pressure
and what kind of developments are really
happening? together with the people of the
province, we map the dynamics in the National
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2.2 visual landscape
First is specified how the
narrative landscape is
connected to the key
qualities. then the spatial
characteristics are analysed,
landscape. combined with the analysis, this
in one image and five icons.
brings us to ambitions and design-principles.
sub-areas are distinguished,
the ambitions are formulated to improve
their cohesion is indicated
the key qualities themselves. We help the
and this all is related back to
province to focus on the main issues. after all,
the key qualities.
time and energy to direct developments are
limited. For the developments that are going
on in the landscape, we make a wide range
of design-principles. they give a manual how
developments can be designed and integrated,
so that they strengthen the key qualities. these
are highly practical directions, for everybody who
wants to develop a plan.

2. Valuation, with the key qualities, translated to the visual landscape, ambitions
okr a

and design-principles to handle the dynamics in the landscape.
in a separate third part the policy instruments are worked out.

the quality guide has to give directions to
in the second part, we give guidance to
“preservation and development” in the National
the discussion, keeping it sharp and bring
landscape. oKRa is just a small chain in
suggestions to the table for inventive solutions.
realizing this goal. We help the commissioner,
in the third part, the translation to policies,
the people of the province, to sharpen their
we are chiefly criticaster. gradually the guide
2.3 Ambitions
story, to put it in images and on paper. But
is more and more made and carried by the
at some points the key in
qualities
the endinit has to be théir guide, which they
province. it becomes théir guide, the best
the National landscapeare
areproud
underof, like to work with and propagate.
guarantee for a long lasting and effective use.
pressure. ambitions aretherefore
formulated
we collaborate closely with the people
to improve the key qualities
and
of the
province, in the course of which we slowly
2.4 deepening
sub-landscapes
focus the available resourced
the the process. in the analysis,
retreatof
from
most
five
province.
work is done by oKRa, intensively the
using
theessential icons are further specified for the different
sub-areas. they are followed by design-principles, which show how
knowledge within the province.
developments in these areas can be given form so that they fit in
with and strengthen the landscapes key qualities.
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